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In this paper we provide a model for the theoretical calculation of radiative triplet properties of aromatic molecules containing a triple bond. Such molecules have special low-lying electronic stales with the symmetryproperties
of 3 an*-state.These stiles are caused by electron promotion from an “in.pbnc n-system” (quasi n-system). which
b highly localized at the triple.bond. to the aromatic n-system and vice versa. It is shown that these states lead to
one-center spin-nrbi: integrals and therefore are highly active in radiative triplet deay. Theoretical and spectroscopic
investigations of ethynyIbe~ene show that the radiative propetties of the lowest triplet state, such as phosphorescence
yield, emission spectmm and degree of polarization can be explained not only qu~tativeIy but also qu~ti~tiv~y by
restriction to these states (quasi n-model). The theoreticai evaktion of the radiative Me was done with hqpcct to
individual promoting modes. It is shown that the lint ordn rate (at the equilibrium position of the molecule). though
allowed by symmetry, has neatly no influence on the ndiative lifttime. As a consequence the fusttmnition in the
phosphorescence emission cannot be assigned OS the O-O transition.

1. In~oduction
The dynamic properties of the lowest triplet state
of molecular systems have been studied with great
effort in theory and experiment during the last few
years [1,2]. The aromatic hydrocarbons have been the
main objects of these studies. Theoretical models have
been devefoped which successfuLly explain the dependence of the rate of the radiationless decay on parameters like energy gap, variations in geometry and special
vibrations.
Contrary to the radiationless decay, the theoretical
treatment of radiative t~~itions
from the lowest triplet state has been known formally for many years.
However, quantitative calculations do in general not
succeed in explaining the observed phosphorescence
yield and triplet lifetime. This is mainly due to a lack
of exact information on the rate deter+ing
cm*- or
nu’-states. Only if the radiative rate is mainly governed by one or a few such states, on which more detailed informaiion is available, are we in a better situation. For example, Veeman and van der Waals [3],
and earlier Goodman [4] obtained relatively good

results in the case of ~-aro~ti~
systems. where the
rate is determined mainly by mr*- states.
We now wish to show, that there exists another
group of molecules for which a very accurate theoretical description of the radiative properties of the lowest
triplet state can be achieved: unsaturated molecules
cont~n~g a conjugated triple bond.
As a first example, we present results for ethyriylbenzene. This molecule has a vpry useful symmetry and
there is also a lot of experimental information available.

2. Basic theory
The fundamental equation for the radiative triplet
decay is given by the expression (atomic units)

The sum u runs over all the vibrational states x_!&of
the electronic ground state. PsoT t is the electromc
ttisition
m+x element
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(2)
p is the momentum operator, which one has to use in
evaluating matrix elements of forbidden transitions
[5]. The zero-order states are chosen to be pure
adiabatic spin states.
Since PsOT (Q) is a slowly varying function in Q,
expansion to th e first order of a power series around
the equilibrium posiiion Q = 0 of the molecule in the
ground state S,. should be sufficient.

PsoT,(Q) = PsoT1(0) +

aPS,TI

cQ)

aQp. 1 Q,. = 0 Qp,.
(3)

The spin-orbit
approximation

=

operator Hyo is used in the one-particle
01 denotes the atomic center):

c h;/;T=x,y,z,

(4)

M

where 2, has the meaning of an effective core charge.
If the matrix elements of H,, are reduced to integrals
over molecular orbit&,

and the MO’s @iand ok are represented in an LCAO
basis set, one gets one- , two- and three-center integrals.
Numerical evaluation of these integrals with Slater-type
orbitals (STO’s) shows, that there is an unequivocal
order in their size [6]: one-center spin-orbit integrals
(OCSOI’:) exceed the more-center integrals by at least
one order of magnitude. Therefore the possible coupling mechanisms are nearly exclusively governed by
OCSOl’s. Consequently, from all the intermediate states
only those have to be taken into account which yield
a contribution
..
. . via OCSOl’s (one-center approximation).
:

it is easily verified, that OCSOI’s will appear only if the,
atomic orbitals are geometrically orthogonal. This condition implies, that one of the MO’s 3, $J~has to be symmetric to the molecular plane, if the other is a n-orbital.
Therefore the intermediate states have to be of on*-type
if T, is a nn’.triplet.
The restriction to the one-center approach is
common in the case of an orbitally allowed T, + S,
transition [3,4,7,8].
However, these rules have been
recently shown to be valid, even if the transition via
OCSOl’s is forbidden by symmetry in first order, but
allowed in second order via promoting modes [9].

3. The quasi Ir-model
If a triple bond is conjugated to a planar aromatic
hydrocarbon one of the two Ir-systems of the triple
bond becomes a u-system with respect to the overall
symmetry of the substituted hydrocarbon. However,
the interaction of these o-orbit& with those of the
aromatic ring is expected to be small, due to a large
difference in orbital energies. Therefore, it seems to be
a very reasonable approximation to regard these orbitals
as completely localized in the region of the triple bond.
Due to their behaviour with respect to the local symmetry of the substituted group we call these orbitals
“quasi n-orbitals” (q-orbitals).
The separation of highly localized “quasi n-orbit&”
from ordinary o-orbitals is justified by the photoelectron spectra of a series of ethynyl-substituted
aromatic
hydrocarbons [lo]: if we inspect, for example, the photo
electron spectrum of ethynylbenzene (fig. l), we fmd
two bands (between 10 and 11.5 ev), which undoubtedly originate from the triple bond. Compared to
acetylene [17]. one of these bands is shifted to higher
energies by interaction with the rr-orbitals of the ring.
This band shows a vibrational pattern, which is cornpletely different from that observed in the free acetylene molecule. The vibrational quantum observed
originates from the ~8 (a,) (uC_~).mode’(ii
King’s
notation’ [ll]). This fact clearly shows, that the orbital
in question.extends over the whole molecule;
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Fig. 1. Photoelectron spectrum of cthynylbenzcne.
The other band appears at somewhat lower energies
than in acetylene. However, since one does not observe
any mode which would indicate a delocalization of
the quasi n-system into the phenyl u-system, we conclude that the quasi n.orbitals must be strongly localized at the triple bond. Therefore the observed shift
is nearly exclusively due to an inductive perturbation.
We further assume that there exist excited states
which are mainly caused by electron promotion from
the q-orbital to the n’-orbitals or vice versa. Such
states, we call qn*.states. As pointed out in the forcgoing section it is easy to verify that qsr-states can lead
to one-center contributions in spin-orbit coupling.
Besides, these states are expected to be lower in energy
than ordinary o-a-states. Therefore, they should be
highly active in spin-orbit coupling and radiative
triplet decay.
In the next sections we take ethynylbenzene as an
example and show that one is able to describe the
radiative properties of the lowest triplet state by restriction to these special states only (quasi n-model).
Moreover, since the qlr-states can be easily handled
witbin the framework of semi-empirical calculations,
the theoretical results should be fairly accurate compared to calculations using ordinary mr-intermediatestates.

4. Application

to ethynylbenzene

To evaluate the radiative properties of ethynylbenzene on the basis of the quasi n-model, we need

knowledge of the mr* as well as of
the qnstates. To obtain this information, we used a

an approximate

modified PPP treatment in which, in addition to the
normal n-system, the quasi n-system was taken into
account explicitly.
The choice of axes together with the numbering of
the atomic centers is given in fig. 2.
The r-parameters, which appear in addition to the
conventional PPP treatment, and also the &parameters
f17X,ti = f17Y,B,,for the very short triple bond have not
been used as adjustable parameters but were calculated

Fig. 2. Numbering of centers and choice of axa for ethynylbenzene.
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Table 2
MO coeff~cicnls
Atomic -

=4

@I)

nj

(bt)

n2

(82)

‘I

(bl)

q:

9cb2)

(b2)

n;

@I)

bd

n;

0

-0.11

0.5

0.5

-0.14

-0.36

=;

[bl)

=:

@I)

center

0

0.49

0

0

2

-0.36

-0.14

0.5

0.31

0

0

1

”

-0.5

0.11

-0.49
0.31

3

-0.29

-0.35

0.5

-0.21

0

0

4

-0.26

-0.44

0

-0.48

0

0

-0.48

0

7

-0.41

0.52

0

-0.25

0.71

0.71

-0.25

0

8

-0.29

0.49

0

-0.4 1

0.71

-0.71

0.21

-0.5

0.41

0.35
-0.44
0.52

0

0.29
-0.25
-0.41

-0.49

0.29

Table 3
Symmetry, energy and Cl coeff%ients of some states. Note: there cxisls a slate IS:*], degenerate with [ S$q]i with exactly the same
Cl coefficients
Slate

Symmetry

Energy [kK]

CI coefficients

Al

24.0

0.78 IT
ml

AZ

45.8

0.8 ,;:)

h

69.1

I@,
=2

~42

70.6

0.57 ?‘) + 0.6 F) - 0.55 lq*)
RQ
=I
n3

A2

96.0

0.18 I;:)+

by a pkokdure described in ref. [ 121. The numerical
values of all the parameters used in the calculation of
ethynylbekene are given in table 1. Parts of fhe result
are listed intables 2 and 3. The experimental spectra
are sh&rrin fig..3:
:
‘:,
.‘,.
,_
: -‘..

- 0.54 F~
n2

- 0.56 ,;:,

+ 0.22 1=3*1
Ti
+ 0.21 I;:,

0.56 1’. )+ 0.81 lq* 1
=3
n4

Within the approximaticks of this modified PPPtreatment, the qwtriplet states are degenerated with
the corrtiponding singlet states since the exchange
integrals, which cauk the splitting, vanish.

Fg. 4. Typu of ttientcr

inicgralscon&kuL

Mec~sm I yields a’~rn~nent in the phospbor~~n~
emission pc$arized.in plane (JJ).The corresponding intermediate states have to be of nz”-type. Therefore, the
only non+mi&ing spin-orbit integrals are of threecenter-type, defined by

Among t&e,

the largest are those between nearest
nei~bou~, as ~~~mted in fig. 4. All the ~~;~bu~~~
from the integralsJ~VI+!,
1~2cancel each other exactly
because of the propertres of an altemanthydrocarbon.
The cont~buti~~ from the integrals I,,,, ,+ f cornpensate each other, too, but only in pt.

35

III

I VIP,

I I , JKK

Fig. 3. Absorption spectrum andpolarizedexcitation spectrum

of C~ynYl~~~n~
5. Evaluation

of the zerosrder term

In a first step, we try to evaluate the contribution to
the tr~tion matrix element (2), which orates
from the zero-order termPSoT, (0). Since the lowest
triplet state is of A~-sy~~t~, there are two possible
coupling mechanisms

IT1

S,),

0)

If we take, as usual f 13J a value of 0.33 km-l for
the threexenter integrals Jr,,+%I+, and take into account
all the 25 singly-excited configuntions of our modikd
PPP calculation, we obtain a rate constant according to
mechanism I
&

= 6 X W4 set-“.

Mechanism II yields an out-of-plane component in t&e
phosphore~n~ emission. The intermediate slates are
of ~-~rnrne~
type.
Due to the poor experimental and theoretical knowledge of ordinary mr-states, it is nearly arable
to
obtain any ieliable theoretical estimation of the contribution to the rate constant originating from t&se states.
Some authors f3,7;8 f have tried to estimate these cantributionsby constructing ,jhe o-orbit& from AO’s with
fixed ~rn~~~on of !STWsfor all cent&s & In a !%rther approxknation the qr” an+ rruftats
are grouped
toget@ td’uCir*-, q+*, ~06 2aad nu&: .-states. &tk.
‘ihe assuk$tion t&at the eneqies of the states are WeU .I
describedby “8” v+L~~~,E~,E~~
ad E<$,
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knee the is a strong cance~ati~n of the ~di~dual
.terms, &,J depends strong,iy on the values of the hybridiia,tion coefficient and on the averaged values
E UC”* - Ena? arid E,+H,, -EncrH..
Because of these crude appro~a~ons,
one cannot
expect to obtain more than an estimation within one
order of magnitude even in favourable cases.
On the other hand, a calculation of the rate according to mech~~rn II by restriction to the qx-states does
not.succeed either because symmetry allows only
those of B, -representation to couple. However, these
states are very ineffective in spin-orbit coupling, since
all the or.ecenter integrais vanish. This statement results from the fact that the corresponding a2 MO has
zero coefficients at the centers of the quasi n.orbitals.
As a consequence of these considerations we cannot
obtain any reliable theoretical estimate of J$& from the
zeroorder term. Therefore, we have to use experimerr
tal information: we start tile analysis of the experirnental data with the assumption that the absorption in the
region of the second band (#200 cm-t) is nearly
completely z-polarized (fig. 3). From the degree of
polarization of the phosphorescence with respect to
the 40.2 kk band (PPz) (see fig. 5). we fmd that there
is only a small z-polarized component in the phosphorescence emission. From the equation [16]
2PG
-=~[3(s~~+sYrY+SZ~,)-l~,
3-E

(6)

,where PG denotes the’degree of polarizationLsx the
fraction of the emission at the wavenumber ve, polarized in x, rx the fraction of the absorption at V,, polarized in x, it follows that the z-polarized component
does not exceed 6%. except within the gap around
24900 cm- i following the short-wavelength band.
For further discussion we have to know the polarization of the absorption in the region of the first band.
The corresponding O-C tran~tion is allowed by symmetry but very weak since it is an LWtype transition.
King and So [ 111, who carefully inyestigated the vibrational s!ructure of this “forbidden” band, found t&t
it gains the main part of its intensiti (75%) by b@brations inducing a z-polarized component.
To obtain an estimate of the x-. and y-polarized
Mmponenti‘in the phosphorescence we first astune
the absorption in the region Found 35500 cm-i to .’
,, be completely y-polarized. Then it foUowS rrom PPt
that ahout 62% ofthe triplet emission rnmi bex-polar: iqd. :.
:

-7.2

pe?
-0.3
KK

Fig. 5. Phosphoracence
emission with Ihe corresponding
of polarizrrlion of clhynylbenzcne.

degree

On the other hand, if one assumes as a lower limit
that only 25% of the intensity around 35SOO cm-l is
y-polarized, dne finds from eq. (6) that the x-polarized
component amounts to 30%. From these considerations we find that the ratio sJs,, certainly does not
exceed 3.
If we use this experimental result together with the
decay rate calculated from mechanism I. we find an
upper limit of the total radiative rate of about 3X10W3
set-t. To compare this value with experiment we measured the phosphoresce&e yield @ by comparing the
relative intensities of ithynylbenzene
and 1,9+iiphenylan~ra~.ne~ The latter molecule h;ls its e-ion
in the
same energy iegion as etliviylbenzene’and
its quantum
yield v& dhe+ed
by Grn td be cloti to unity [14].
From ihis we find f&r ethynylbetitie:
@ = 0.3 f 0.2.
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The high uncertainty is due to the fact, that we did not
correct the polarization effects appearing in our experimental setup.
From fluorescence decay measurement we know
the intersystemcrossing
yield #tsc to be close to unity.
Using the relation
knd = GPp/(P Otsc)
and taking rp from ref. [ 151, we obtain as a lower limit
knd = 0.04 set-l, a value which exceeds the calculated
one by at least one order of magnitude.
From this result it seems to be very likely that the
phosphorescence of ethynylbenzene is nearly completely vibrationally induced. We therefore have to
evaluate the second term of eq. (3).

6. Vibrationally

induced prom

centers of the quasi n-MO’s and therefore can produce
OCSOI’s in the-matrix elements of ff,,. This consideration implies that only promoting modes of symmetry
b, and b2 can successfully induce the transition. Eiecause of this fact, the emission must be polarized in
y- and x-directions, respectively. Reduction of the
matrix elements to integrals over MO’s yields expressions of the following type:
(q’lVln’)P’

(?Tlhf,Iq*),

blh&Jq) (qlVln’>P’,

(q’Ih;,ln’)

blvlq?‘,

C7TlVlq>p’
(qlh;Jn’).

To calculate the derivatives, we assume that the quasi
n-system is conserved during the change of the nuclear
coordinates as illustrated in fig. 6.
The leading contribution to the integrals (qlVln*P’
is found to result from the electronic interaction between centers I and 7. Therefore,

(qlVln’)P’= cs t?k,e (1) ‘2py (7)lVl2p, (I)+.

To evaluate the second part of eq. (3) we first restrict ourselves to the contributions originating from
the quasi 1, II l - intermediate states (quasi n-model).
As already stated, the evaluation of the corresponding
terms should be fairly accurate, because these states
may be well described by our semi-empirical calcula-

The mean derivation at the equilibrium position of the
center i in the vibrational ground state of Tt is defined

tion.

(2 C$,)-lD a&.

Moreover,

this restriction

seems

to be justified

due to the favourable energy denominator appearing
in eq. (2).
Within the quasi n-model the variation of PGT
with the normal coordinates Q is limited to the &Ition of the matrix element of the momentum operator
with Q. Then, using the abbreviation
(S,IVISjzP’ = [a <S,lVlSj)/aQ,~]
the second-order contribution
quasi n-states is given by

Q ,_
[eq.‘(3jfkrom

by
(I) = (Rf - R> (2 Mi OP.)-112 afi4,

where the factor (2 w,,)-1rZresults

from the relation

(x0 lQ:lxO >= l/20
Tl P fl
P”
where Mi denotes the mass of the i’thatom and% (i)
is the value of the mass-weighted normal coordinate at
center i. Ri= (Xi, Yb Zi) denotes the position vector of
center i. The out-of-plane normal coordinates we.deter-

the

(S,IVIS,)“(SjWsolT1)

cc:
P’ i

ESj-

I [

(S,IH,,IT,)
+
&]-ho

ET,

(7)

(T,IVIT,P’
I-

From symmetry arguments it follows that only
qrr-states ]Tj) and IS/’ with symmetry A2 can contri-,
bute an essential part, because only the correspondingb, (IT) orbitals have nonvanishing coefficients at the

b, -vibration

b2-vibration

ng. 6. Sc~cmatic representation of the most eflicknt
and out-of-plane promoting modes.

in-ptak

’
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Roinothg

(cm-’

Ud

modcp’

(b,)

]

wp -Et;)
aX lo4 [au]
w~p*)
pexpkm

-1

I

‘type

130
320

162
349

f CC-_
J (C-CCH)

492
656

530
613

(k-d
7 (CC-H)

732
690
895

756
689
915

$.k%
Y (C-H)

964

985

r (C-H)

mined from the force constants of the free molecules,
benzene and acetylene. The theoretical frequencies
together with the assignment and the assumed corresponding experimental values are listed in table 4.
For out of plane vibrations of symmetry b, we
finally obtain (see appendix)

i= 1
835
900
614
15
153
JO8
141
18

i=l
398

43
-360
-160
44
- 80
- 40
3

K;d

X 10’

i=8

[SeC'1

-1011
- 235

0.13
0.51
0.66
0.02
0.01
0.17
0.02
0.00

-

3;;
39
10
4
0

by the bl-vibrations -y(C-CCH) and Qc_c with
iJ = 350 cm-1 and V = 530 cm-l, respectively.
For the b, in-plane vibration

fl (C-CCH)

which is

degenerated with 7 (C-CCH) (F = 350 cm-l)
obtains a similar expression

one

‘2~~ (7)10,12~, (W’

x;’ - xp’
Qpv (7wy12px (iyp

=

R,L7

(2~,(7)lal2~,(1)).

Application of the relation (see appendix)
UP, (7)1v, 12~~ (I )J
=I+

[ (2~,(7)12~~ (1)) - UP, (7)12~,(1)),

together with the values
RI,‘= 1.45 A, lc = 1.625, Czp, (1)12p, (7)) = 0.22,
czp, (1)12p, (7)) = 0.33

Y$ -YT’
=-+
[
R17

‘p7’ - Y$’
R78

(2p,l V&2po)
1 (2Mc w,.)XJ

’

which yields a radiative transition rate for the out-ofplane polarized cpmponent of the emission of
Pd = 0.025 set-I.
There might be a contribution to $!Iti from some other
b, in-plane vibrations too, but if the mechanism discussed here is really the most important one, these contributions should be small and enhancement of kti
should be less than a factor 2. The ratio

yields
Op,, (7)lV$p0

(1)) = 0.21 au.

Taking.the values of the MO and Cl coefficients and
the energies listed in tables 2 and 3 as well as the mean
dektion of the equilibrium position at centers I,7 and
8 given in table 4, we obtain a radiative transition rate
for;v-bolark+d qmission of
&g&d
=:0.015 s&-I.
From table 4 it follows *bat about 80% of kyti is caused

is in very good ageement with the data we obtained
from the experimental spectra.
If one does not restrict oneself to the qrr-states, those
contributions must be taken into account which originate from ordinary un intermediate states. Because of
‘the arguments stated above, however, no accurate theoretical estimate of these terms is possible. Moreover,
there appears an additional part to eq. (7) which is not
taken into account within the quasi a-model. It originates from the variation of the matrix element of the
spin-orbit operator with Q:

S. Friedrich et aL. RadMve
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Two mechanisms will contribute to (7a): the first one
leads to an out-of-plane polarized emission and is
caused by in-plane vibrations. The corresponding intermediate states have to be of on-type. The second one
yields in-plane emission and iscaused by out-f-plane
vibrations, The corresponding intermediate states have
to be of nn*-type. In the formercase the matrix element of the momentum operator is expected to be
much smallerthan in the latter case. Therefore we
only have to consider the contribution in (7a) induced
by out-of-plane promoting modes.
To evaluate these terms we used a method developed in an earlier paper [9]. We took into account all
the singly-excited m*-states of our PPP calculation.
Using the relation
Gs,IplS,) = -i Esj (SoIdSi),
we obtained the values of the matrix elements Poj and
of the momentum operator from the oscillator
strength calculated in the usual way from the PPP results.
The contribution from (7a) to the y-polarized component of the triplet emission, obtained in this way,
amounts to only a few percent. There appea&however, a considerable contribution to a z-polarized component originating from highly excited intermediate
states of %a’-type. Contrary to the low-lying excited
states which are known to be well described by semiempirical SCF CI methods we know nothing of the
physical reality of the higher excited states calculated
in this way. We therefore have to regard with doubt
the result originating from our evaluation of (7a). However, if this result is actualiy true,‘the contribution of
(7a), which would lead to a z-polarized component in
the emission, must be nearly.cancelled by a similar contribution of (7) originating from ordinary on-intermediate states. Otherwise we would find a substantial
z-polarized component in the experimental spectrum.
Altogether we find that the main properties of the

pI1
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triplet emission of ethynylbenzene are well described
by using the quasi a-model: The total rate for the
radiative decay Crrad=~~+k~=o.O4sec-t,ar
well as the ratio k&/k&,
=Z 2. is in very good agreement with the values we derived from the experimental
results. Moreover, there appeares’to be another feature
in the phosphorescence spectrum which confirms our
model contrary to most aromatic hydrocarbons, the
degree of polarization of the phosphorescence of
ethynylbenzene (fig. 5) exhibits nearly no vibronic
structure. The only deviation from a nearly constant
degree of polarization appears in PP, as well as in PP2
around 24900 cm-l where the intensity of the emission
is very weak. This structural feature is well understood
on the basis of our results: the promoting modes
-y (C-CCH) and fl (C-CUT) which yield the largest contribution to the total intensity arc degenerate and therefore the ratio s,/s,, should stay nearly constant. The
positive deviations in PPI and PP, can be due to the
weak z-component in the emission or to completely
polarized scattered light both of which should gain
some dominance in this region becauseof the deep gap
in the emission.
Finally, we have to discuss an outstanding consequence of our results: if our interpretation is correct,
the phosphorescence emission of ethynylbenzene is
nearly completely vibrationally induced and the short
wavelength band at 25300 cm-I cannot be the
O-O transition, as assigned by Laposa [IS]. In&ad,
this band must be due to the first excitation of the
degenerate promoting modes 7 (C-CCH) and
/3(C-CCH). The O-O transition should appear at about
25650 cm-l but, because of its low intensity, it is
hidden in the short-wavelength tail of the emission.
The assignment given here is further continned by
the appearance of the deep gap following the
25300 cm-I band: since the corresponding transition
is induced by the first excitation of unsymmetrical inplane and out-of-plane promoting modes having nearly
parallel potential surfaces in the ground and in the
excited states, transitions which are accompanied by
higher excitations of these vibrations must be nearly
forbidden. The following transitions are combined excitations of the promoting modes 6 = 350 cm-*)
with totally symmetric ring vibrations, such as the
1100 cm-I or the 1500 cm-t mode, and the acetylenic
stretching mode (2200 cm-I)_

:..,

and
-‘.‘: Using’~eoretical.aod’experimental_argurnents,

we ‘.haie shown y jhkpaper that .the s&Z
features of
.,,
the low+ tnplet state of ethynylbdri&e,
such as life‘.time, quantum yield, emission spectrum and de@ee
of polarization can be clearly unde’rstood on the basis
.of a qriasl’n-model:In additton; ethynyknzcne
pro.vides.an example where, for~a~radiativeproce~, second-.
order spin-orbit coupling dominates the first order;
though the l&k &Snot f&bidden by symmetry; As a
consequence, the 04 band of the phosphorescence
is not observed in the experimental speckurn.
We have also gathered experimental ‘and theoretical
evidence that the’quasi n-model is not hited to
ethynylbenzene, but can be used to explain the triplet
properties of a series of aromatic.compouads contain‘ini a triple bond, such as phenyl-substituted poly-acetylJ
eae_sand &riles. We will discuss these results in a furtherpublication.
‘.
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+i)~~~(~j19~12p,(1~ .. 3
-RI_- [QPi (7)I$

-.

‘.. .:

‘,

(1)) - <ipy’(7)12py (l))]

.

We introduce the hermitian operators
Li =i-’

[ (Z’Zi) Vx -X V,],

Lz = i-l bV, - (z-2,)

VY]

,

:
which correspond to rotations around they- and z-axis
at.center 1 and 7, respectively.
From
QpY (7)l$

vY12pX(l))=+

= _i- ‘Na,-+)

“pr

(7)1v,12p, (i))

‘V, 2Pv (7)lVYliP,

O))l

=i-’ lR17a QpY (7)1v,12~,WV ax,]
(i) follows.

From
rkeafkinpmof
experimental work by E.C. J_,im~l&]does not provide
evidence for a “hidden” O-O+ansttion in unsymmetric
berkutriles.
Since this result Is of some importance
for the applicabiltty of the quast I-model to ethynyl.
benzene, we hope to clear up thk discrepancy by
spectroscopic’investigation
of odi-ethynylbenaene.
Thlr, experiment, which is irt preparation, should provjde a crucial teat for our assignment.
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Qpv (7)+~,

(1)) =i-’

-QPy (7M=z7)

= is1 [QP~

vpp,

[Qpu (~N_Yv,I~P,

WI

(7)12pY (1)) -(2,-q

=-, 4 [ - ‘2~~ (7)12p,

0))
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(ii) follows.
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